PLAYING THE GAME
Shuffle the Snot deck and deal out
seven cards, face down, to each
player. The remaining cards form a
draw pile.
The players examine their cards and
the person with the biggest nose
goes first. Big nose starts the game
by laying an Ahhh card (#1) on the
table, forming a discard pile next to
the draw pile, and says “Ahhh!”

If this player does not have an Ahhh,
they can play a Snot Me or Back Up
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Bogey card. If they cannot play any
card they must take the top card
from the draw pile. If this card is
playable, the player can place it on
the table. If it is not playable, the
card is added to the player’s hand
and the turn passes to the left.
If an Ahhh card has been laid, the
next player should lay a Choo card
(#2) and say “Choo!” The next player
should lay a Snot card (#3) and say
“Snot”, then the fourth player lays a
Tissue card (#4) and says “Tissue!”
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Once a sneeze sequence has been
completed, the next player must
start a new sequence by playing an
Ahhh card.
If the draw pile runs out, leave the
top card from the discard pile and
shuffle the other cards to form a
new draw pile.
WINNING THE GAME
Play continues in this way, with
players laying or picking up cards,
until one player has played their last
card. This player is the winner.
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RULES

OBJECT OF THE GAME
To be the first player to get rid of all
their cards by successfully playing
out sneeze cards in sequence.
SNEEZE CARDS
1. Ahhh card •
starts each
sneeze
sequence.

SPECIAL CARDS

3. Snot card •
follows the
Choo card.

Snot Me card •
skips the next player.
The sneeze sequence
continues following on
from the card played
before the Snot Me card.

4. Tissue card •
follows the Snot
card and
completes
the sneeze.
Ahhh, Choo, Snot and Tissue cards
must be played in order from 1 to 4.

2. Choo card •
follows the
Ahhh card.
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Back Up Bogey card •
reverses the direction
of play. The previous
player must continue
the sneeze sequence,
following on from the
card played before the
Back Up Bogey card. Play continues
in same direction until another Back
Up Bogey card is played.
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Snot Me and Back Up Bogey cards
can be played at any time. It is
better if these cards are played
sideways as it will make it easier to
follow the sneeze sequence.
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